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INTRODUCTION

In the f'all of 1983, Congress appropriated funds in Public Law 98-
181 for the conduct of two studies to be carried out under the auspices
of the President's Council on Environmental Quality  CEQ!. The studies
were to assess the i'easibility of establishing �! a national center
for water 7 esour ces research and �! a national clearinghouse for water
resources information. The Chesapeake Research Consortium  CRC! was
contracted by the CEQ to conduct the research.

The contract for the project required that the studies be conducted
in two phases. In Phase I a number of' alternative designs for each
center would be proposed to the CEQ ~ and in Phase II thr ee of these
would be cri tiqued and analyzed in detail. goth Phase I and Phase II
reports were widely circulated i'or public comment, and a number of'
public meetings were held by the CEQ to obtain further views, This
paper summarizes the results oi' the water resources research portion of
the CRC study; a companion paper by Maurice Lynch discusses the
information clearinghouse issue.

BACKCROUND

The authorizing legislation for the study, sponsored by Senator
Dennis DeConcini of Arizona, was very brief. It directed the CEQ to
define and consider a national water 1 esour ces research center and
define and ~lan a national clearinghouse for water information. The
rationale for Congress directing the CEQ to undertake these studies at
this time is not clear, but it appears to be related to several
factors.
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First, it can be seen as a response to a recent report of the
Of'f'ice of' Technology Assessment �983! which addressed "the need for an
interdisciplinary program of' basic and applied research on
arid/semiarid-water resources." The report suggested that Congress
could establish a National Center for Water Resour ces Research to
provide a coherent and coordinated mechanism for the Nation's
university research programs in water resources and water resource
management for problem-solving and policy making. The center would �!
undertake an interdisciplinary program cf basic and applied r esearch;
�! develop sophisticated research facilities on a scale often not
affordable by single universities; �! develop and test conventional
and emerging technologies; and �! serve as an objective nonpartisan
source of information for Congress and a link to public agencies, water
users and the private sector for application of research findings.

The impetus for the study can also be traced to several earlier
reports by the U,S. General Accounting Office, including one on water
issues facing the Nation �982! and another on the need to provide a
better focus on water-related research activities �981!. The latter
report concluded in part that better coordination cf the nation' s water
research activities was required,

Finally, the National Water Alliance has been actively promoting a
national water research center and clearfnghouse. The Alliance, formed
in 1983, was organized by six members of Congress  including Senator
DeConcini! and is intended to provide a forum fcr debate and research
on water problems. One of its program goals is "to establish the
framework f' or a multi-disciplinary water research program."  National
Water Alliance, 1984!.

APPROACH

In the f'irst phase of the study it was required that existing water
resources research programs be examined and that literature be reviewed
which pertained to the planning, conduct ~ management and coordination
of water research in a national context. The purpose of this analysis
was to identify needs in water research which could be addressed by a
national center. In addition, interviews were conducted with federal
and state agency officials, state water institute directors, persons in
the university wa'ter research community, and private voluntary and
professional organizations in order to obtain their views on water
research needs. On the basis of these inter views and the literature
review, eight mission statements were proposed to the CEQ for
institutions which addressed various needs, or combination of' needs,
identified in water research. The CEQ circulated this report f' or
comment and, on the basis of such ccements, selected three for detailed
analysis in Phase II of the study. In the second phase, for each of
the three options or missions, institutional arrangements were
designed, implementation requirements and operational characteristics
specified' and a critical review under taken. A preliminary report of
the findings was widely circulated by the CEQ for comment in the water
research community, and the final report reflected, to the extent
possible, many of' these comments.
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THE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH SETTIHG

perspective on the role of' a new water
study sought to gain an understanding of the
efforts and trends in the field over the past
f'indings emerged which inf'luenced our
a national center.

In order to develop a
research institution, the
scope of current r esear ch
several decades. Several
approach to the design of

The first is that a sizeable water research effort already exists
in federal and state agencies, the state water institutes, the
universities and the private sector . At least 27 federal agencies
conduct water research in fulfilling their missions, and many states
have significant water resource programs. The Rational Research
Council Report �981! indicated that f'ederal agency expenditur es on
water research were about $380 million annually. While this level of
funding has dropped somewhat in recent years, it is likely that
expenditures in all sectors  federal, state and private! are well in
excess of $400 million annually and have totalled nearly $2 billion
over the past decade. For this reason, proposals for major new
initiatives must be weighed against the existing array of water
research programs.

A second factor is that ~ster research is not a new and emerging
field but one that is relatively mature. Although such a statement is
difficult to substantiate quantitatively, there is scme evidence to
support this contention. One indicator is 'the number of professional
journals devoted to various aspects of water. The list of' journals
abstracted by the Water Resources Scientific Information Center
contains over 100 published in the Uni'ted States that directly deal
with water and many others that contain water-related articles.
Another is that a generation of persons who are now at or near
retirement have spent their entire professional careers in water
research. Over the past three decades a number of persons have
achieved major scientiPic stature as a result of their water research
activities. Finally, the field has been large enough, and of such
significance, that it has produced many et'f'orts to rationalize the
research planning and management process to better Pocus on national
needs. The management, conduct and organization of water research have
been the subject oP numerous studies and reports, and while many of
them have been critical oP the way in which the national water research
agenda has been organized, the attention devoted to the topic suggests
a relatively well-developed f'ield, This is not to suggest that no
signiPicant water research issues remain, only that the field has
developed a substantial body of information, many organizations and
institutions already exist for the conduct of' research, and that under
these circumstances the justification f' or a new organization is more
difPicult than it might have been 25 years ago.
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A third f'actor has to do with the identif'ication of' national water
research needs and how they are being met through federal and state
programs. Starting with the Senate Select Committee Report in 1961 and
the Committee on Water Resources Research Report in 'f966 ' a number of
studies have identified needs and priorities in national water
resources research. The needs identified have changed somewhat over
the years, but there is s high degree of similarity in the various
studies. Examination of the 1981 Oft'ice of Water Research and



Technology Repor t on the Five Year Water Research Priorities of the
States shows that most of these same national issues are also important.
at the State level. Moreover, the great majority of these needs are
receiving active attention in the ~ster research ccmmunity. According
to the 1981 Hational Research Council review of the five-year federal
water research plan, only one of thirty-one priority areas
 institutional arrangements for water allocation! was not being
addressed to some degree by one or more agencies.

A final factor that has influenced our analysis is the trend that
appears to be developing in water planning, development and research.
The traditional federal water resource development program oi' the post
World War II years is fading, and primary responsibility for future
water resources development and management is likely to be shifted to
state and local governments  Caulfield, 1984!. Future water issues
appear to be less involved with water development and more concerned
with subjects such as conservation, use and reallocation of water, and
water quality. Such issues have substantial social, legal, economic,
and institutional dimensions and thus it follows that research in these
areas ought to receive higher priority than it has in the past. The
National Research Council study reached a similar conclusion, and we
believe that their findings continue to be valid.

NEEDS IN WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH

The design of this study required the identification of needs which
a national water research center could address. As noted earlier, such
needs were identified through literature review and by interviewing a
number of persons in the water research user ccmmunity. The results of
this research are as follows:

A number of reports have addressed various aspects of' national
water resources research.  See for example: Senate Select Committee,
1961; Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1966; National Water
Commission, 1972; Office of Water Research and Technology, 1977;
National Research Council, 1981; and The General Accounting Office,
1981!. Much of this literature has focused on the need for
coordinatin or mana in the water research activities of federal
W ai . I geneal,th el v. h ttdtt fmp t r ~ f
~ster to the nation's development or well being and that research is
needed to provide a sound basis for management of water. They have
also observed that existing federal research efforts did not exhibit
effective planning, management and coordination, and were fragmented
among many agencies. In order to improve this situations the studies
developed systems for categorizing research so that interagency
pr ogr ams could be compared. Pr oposed statements of national research
needs were compared with existing programs so that gapa or redundancies
could be identified and various management appr oaches or institutional
arr angements were recommended for improving the overall research
process. Some organizations were established to coordinate water
research and planning, including the Committee on Water Resources
Research  COWRR! under the Office of Science and Technology, the Oi'fice
of Water Research and Technology  OWRT ! in the Department of the
Interior, and the Water Resources Council. Hone of these were able to
sustain its planning and coordination activities over a significant
period of time. Ho~ever, a need for this function continues to be
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perceived as pointed out in the 1983 OTA report, the two General
Accounting Office studies in 1981, the 1981 Report of the National
Research Council, the February 1984 meeting of' the National Water
Alliance, and in interviews conducted for this study.

existin federal a enc ro rams with funds for a non-mission oriented
national research ro ram. This need is based on the recognition of
two factors, that current research ef'for'ts are largely directed towards
agency-missions and, that the funding base for federal water research
is relatively small in comparison with present and f'uture needs for
effective water management. Two approaches have been suggested. The
first is for a research allocation-type extramural funding program
similar to that formerly administered by the OWRT in the 1970s. The
other is for a focused research program directed at a particular region
 e.g., agricultural needs in arid lands! or regions. In the latter
case a physical facility or network of facilities would be constructed
and staffed to conduct this research, The OTA study has proposed such
a research center in the West, and others in different geographical
regions have been suggested.

A third need expressed in the course of this study was for water
resources information. This topic has seldom appeared in the
literatur e on national water research needs, although there clearly has
been a continuing interest in inf'ormation and technology transf'er.
However, scme federal agency representatives, many of the state water
official.s and all of the private organizations interviewed for this
study believed that although water research was important, a higher
priority should be given to the national level to improving the
availability of, and access to, existing water information. A few went
further and indicated that this topic should be the primary focus for
this study.

Since the term "information" covers such a wide r ange of topics, it
is not clear what specific needs were being stated by those concerned
with this topic. For some, synthesized, issue-specific information was
desired. For others, particularly state and local officials, the
problem is to find out what information is available to help them
address a particular issue and to obtain assistance in the
interpretation of the data. In both instances, a need was expressed
for some entity  or network! that would be able to state whether or not
relevant water information was available, where it was available, in
what form, and how it could be obtained or accessed.

Finally, a signii'icant number of persons interviewed during the
study stated that no com ellin need existed for a new national water
research center. er sons with this point o view observed the extreme
difficulty of' developing and sustaining an effective coordinating
mechanism for federal research, They expressed the opinion that ma!or
gapa in existing programs do not exist in terms of important national
water research needs, although they recognized that agency programs do
not always address such needs in the most timely manner possible and
may not be adequate to the needs.

In summary, several general needs in water resources research have
appeared for this study. They include:
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1 ! Coordinating federal research programs;

2! Identifying national water research goals and needs and
assessing progress being made in addressing these needs;

3! Augmenting existing federal research through a program of
extramural research oriented towards the university and non-
feder al research sector;

4! Establishing one or more focused interdisciplinary water
research institutes;

5! Providing for a national water information program; and
6! Recognizing that the existing array of agencies and institutions

provides a comprehensive and reasonably efPective progr am in
water research which should be maintained.

Each of these needs were proposed to CEQ in the form of missions
Por institutions which could be established to address such needs.
Several institutions wi th combined functions were also proposed, After
receiving extensive public comment on the CRC analysis, the CEQ
directed the CRC to examine in detail the Pollowing options:

1! Maintain the existing array of water research programs but
identify incremental changes which could be made to address same
of the deficiencies in these programs;

2! Propose a national water research center that would identify
research needs and priorities and provide funds on an
extramural, competitive basis to address these needs; and

3! Propose a national water research institute which would conduct
interdisciplinary studies of major water issues facing the
nation.

These will be discussed further in the section to follow. It
should be noted that the information need identified was addressed in
the clearinghouse section of this study.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS FOR A
NATIONAl, WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER

In this section the three options selected f' or study by the CEQ
will be analyzed in terms of their underlying rationale, and
institutional arrangements will be proposed Por each.

OPTION 1: IMPROVING EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

This option does not dir ectly address the establishment oP a
national water research center. Instead, it examines the existing
array of water research programs in order to determine how marginal
improvements might be made to improve the timeliness and efPectiveness
of research, to better integr ate findings' to pr ovide f' or per iodic
review of pf ograms and priorities and to find ways in which the
fragmented pr ograms of the federal government could be made more
eff'ective.
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RATIONALE FOR MAINTAINING EXISTING PROGRAMS

It was stated earlier in this report that there is some sentiment
in the water research community for the proposition that the existing
system of largely mission-oriented research has been successi'ul in
addressing important national water r esearch needs and, within the
limits of available funding, in resolving these needs. Proponents of
this view argue that attempts to coordinate or manage this complex and
interrelated system are unwarranted and are likely to be unproductive
because they do not recognize the degree of voluntary coordination and
cooperation that already exists. Moreover, existing agency programs
are highly responsive to constituent needs, and attempts to alter such
arrangements would jeopardize the conduct of agency missions.

This point of view is based on several arguments. The first is
that major gaps in past and current research progr arne do not exist
relative to recent statements of national needs. As mentioned
previously, the National Research Council report in 1981 found that
only one of 31 priority research topics was apparently not then being
addressed by one or more federal agency programs. The extent to whi.ch
each topic was being adequately  or redundantly! addressed could not be
determined. Our analysis of current federal agency programs' matched
against the same priority list, came to the same conclusion.

Secondly, it is argued that redundancy, duplication, overlap and
fragmentation have positive value in a research network. For example,
redundancy can be used as a device for suppressing error. Overlap and
duplication may provide backup systems in the event that one research
effort fails or is terminated. In this sense, the goals of
coordination may be at odds with the positive aspects of the current
situation. Moreover' the argument Por coordination overlooks the fact
that numerous ini'ormal or ad hoc mechanisms 1' or interagency
coordination do exist  e.g. ~ the task force on acid rain!. A
substantial degree oP coordination also occurs at the level of
individual scientists or laboratories 'through such means as peer review
oP proposals and publications' external review committees, and
professional conferences and seminars.

The third argument for existing arrangements recognizes the diverse
nature of federal agency water research programs, their mission
orientation, and the Pact that a number of different Congressional
committees are involved in the budgeting process for water research.
It is argued that unless all federal water research was located in one
or two agencies that reported to one or two Congressional committees,
it would not be possible to achieve a coordinated ePfort.

Finally, at a more practical level, it has been pointed out that
all efforts to rovide a central coordinatin mechanism have ultimately
failed, event though strong presidential leadership or interest  under
Kennedy, Johnson and Carter ! was evidenced. In addition, the 1978
Water Resources Research and Development Act specifically called upon
the President to achieve coordination of water research programs, but
the central mechanism Por providing such coordination  OWRT! has since
been abolished, and in the 1984 Water Resources Research Act  Public
Law 98-242! the mandate Por coordination has been eliminated
altogether.
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P ROP CS E D I MP R OV E ME NT S T 0 E XI S T IN G A R RA N GE ME NTS

Most of the deficiencies perceived to be associated with federal
~ster research ef Ports can be attributed to the limitations af multiple
agency progr ams and diverse research ef'f'orts which are dealt with by a
variety of Congressional committees and constituents. Although there
has been a sustained effort to create centralized research coordinating
mechanisms to over came these limitations, all oP these have failed to
endure. The relevant question far this option, therefore, is whether
any incremental improvements in the existing federal water resources
research program could be proposed and would be able to be implemented.

We propose that a major weakness in the existing arrangement is the
f'aet that, at any given time, it is impossible to: �! establish in
any coherent way the content and scope af' the overall national water
research effort; �! determine its progress over time; or �! ascertain
its future directions. We have observed in this study, as did the
National Resear eh Council in 1981, that it is exceedingly difficult to
assess the scope and nature of federal water r esearch on an ad hoc
basis. The pr ograms involved are complex and diverse. A listing of
proJects being conducted by individual investigator s or agencies
provides no usePul information on the historical development oP
research agenda nor the factors that have led to their design. Without
such information being available on a continuing basis, any assessment
of' the national water research effort is bound to be superficial and
unproductive. More impar tant, neither the Congress, the Office af
Management and Budget, the general public, nor the agencies themselves
have a summary of all the information needed to make such judgments.
It is likely that this state of aff'airs is at least partially
r esponsible f' or the concern expressed over water research in the OPfi ce
of Technology Assessment report and by the National Water Alliance.

We suggest, therefore, that a need exists for information which
describes the seeps and nature of the federal water research effort on
a eantinuin basis and which can periodically assess the progress being
raade in this ePfort towards achieving goals Por water research in the
national interest. One way in which this could be accomplished with
only a modest change in current institutional arrangements would be by
the establishment af a National Advisor Committee an Water Resources
Research. The Committee would be responsible for:

1! Maintaining a comprehensive nationwide, and up-to-date
description of the many water research programs;

2! Disseminating inParmation about, and periodically repor ting an,
national water research programs; and

3! Providing an information base which can be used to periodically
renew water research activities in the light of' national water
research needs and goals.

In terms of' improvements ta the existing institutional
arrangements, we believe that 'the committee could accomplish the
following:



Establish a single national focus for ~ster resource research.

2! Provide an information base for the Congress and the OMB for
understanding the total national water r esources research
agenda.

3! Assist the ~ster research agencies by making information
available on the current status and future plans of' other agency
programs.

4! Provide inf'ormation that could be used for periodic reviews of
national water research programs and plans.

5! Facilitate the flow of information within the water research
community.

OPTION 2: KXTRAHURAL RESEARCH

Introduction

In this option, the CRC was requested to critique a National Center
that would establi.sh research needs and priorities and provide funds on
a competitive basis to proposals which address these priori ties . ln
developing this critique, several general conclusions were reached that
influenced our approach to such a center. They are:

Budgets of some agency water research programs have declined in
recent years. In discussions with various agency personnel
about potential research areas suitable for extramural funding,
it was often pointed out that such subjects could be
effectively addressed by the agencies if they had the necessary
funds. However, as indicated in Option 1, it can be inferred
from the passage of PL 98-242 that augumented funding of water
research will be directed towards university-oriented research.
If mission-oriented agency programs do not receive continuing
or increased support this may represent an incremental shift in
national water research policy.

PL 98-242 authorizes an extramural research program in the
Department of the Interior  DOI!. Ii' fully funded at
authorized levels, the annual program budget would be f36
million for research, although 410 million of this amount is to
be allocated directly to the state water research institutes.
We examined a number of arguments for proposing a separate
extramural program outside of the DOI but it was difficult to
distinguish between the two programs and to justify the
additional funds that would be required by a separate non-DOI
program. Therefore, we have designed what we believe would
represent an "ideal" extramural institution and then indicated
the kinds of changes that would be required in PL 98-242  or
actions by the Secretary of Interior ! to make such an "ideal"
institution viable in the context of that legislation. We are
not implying here that DOI is necessarily the best "home" for
an extramural national research program, only that at this time
it seems preferable to the other alternatives we considered.
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Rationale for Extramural Research

As indicated above, it can be argued that augmentation of federalwater resources research could legitimately be focused on the mission-
oriented agency programs. However we see the rationale for anextramural program to be as follows. Such a progr am would:

1! Marshall external expertise otherwise unavailable in existing
programs;

2! Quickly identify, and respond to emerging problems;
3! Address topical issues that overlap or cut across agency

jurisdictions;

4! Fund fundamental or basic research questions not being
addressed;

5! Fund short-term programs where a rapid expansion and contraction
of personnel would be required; and

6! Target complex interdisciplinary issues f' or long term, sustained
support.

The center which administers the extramural program should definethe basic characteristics oi' the r esearch it intends to solicit andsupport. In reaching that definition the following priorities should
be used:

1! Research funded should be in the "national interest," andcriteria for defining such a program should be developed as oneof the first actions of the board which governs the center;
2! Research on the social, legal, institutional and economic issuesassociated with the allocation and use of water should receive a

high priority in the agenda of the center;
3! Priority should be given to truly interdisciplinary research

efforts;

4! The center should identify and be prepared to support ar eas ofhigh priority basic research which require long term, sustained
support at one or more existing institutions;

5! Except as noted in No. 6 below, funding should be directed toinvestigators in non-federal institutions  universities, state
researchers and the private sector!; and

6! Consideration shou!.d be given to the occasional support offederal agency programs where supplemental funding would beneeded to investigate or respond to an important short-term
research opportunity� .



The Center and Public Law 98-242

As indicated fn the Introduction to this option, it is our
judgement that the Center cannot realistically be considered apart from
PL 98-242. The legislation provides for extr amural funding of water
resear ch and maintains the state water institute program in'tact.
Proposing an entirely new Center would result in competition wf th, and
duplication of, the 98-242 program. It would also be counter to the
strong congr essional mandate expressed in the legislation which was
only recently passed over the President's veto. An alternative would
be to move PL 98-242 from the Department of Interior  DOI!, establish
it else~here as a independent entity, and suggest new legislation to
reflect more closely the "ideal" Center described above. This has acme
merit conceptually because the Center would then be independent of a
mission agency or department. There are, however, several drawbacks.
First, the state institutes and the water research communfty in general
appear to be reasonably well satisffed with 92he relationships
established over several decades with DOI. It is expected that they
would oppase the siting af the Center in a diff'erent institutional
setting. Second, we were not able to identify another organizational
affiliation that would be pr eferable. The Of'fice of Science and
Technology Policy, the CEQ and the National Science Foundation were
considered but each had significant limitations for administering the
kinds of programs specified in PL 98-242. Finally, in our review of
the projects funded by the old OWRT and more recently by the Bureau of
Reclamation, we were unable to discern a DOI "bias" in the range of
issues addressed.

We propose therefore that the entire program of research as stated
in PL 98-242 be considered as a National Water Resources Research
Center within the Department of the Interior. The Center would then
encompass the substantive provisions of this legfsl.ation, particularly
Sections 104, 105 and 106 which include the state water resear eh
institutes, the focused extr amural matching grant program and the
technology development program.

We suggest that Section 104 be maintained in essentially its
current form and funding level. Section 105 should have the matching
requirements removed to reflect the fact that research funded would be
in the national interest even though the application or incidence of
that research would be at the r egional, state or local level. The
criteria for the kfnds of resear ch that the Center intends to solicit
and support in Section 105 shauld be those listed in the Introduction
ta this option. This section should be funded at the authorized level
af $20 million. Section 106 should be included in the Center in its
present form and at its authorized funding level.

PL 98-242 does not contain specific provisions for a Board. We
strongly believe that a bread-based agenda-setting Board is crucial to
the operation oi" such an extr amural program and that the Board's
activities should be coupled to the Center's research functions, Such
a linkage would enhance the reality and the perception that the
Center's research was focused on priari ty national issues. In
addition, the Board would tend to enhance the Center's constituent base
and to that extent it would assist in maintaining a greater degree of
stabili'ty and permanence. Without such a Board, we doubt that the
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Center would represent a significant improvement over currentinstitutional arrangements even though new research initiatives wouldbe undertaken. It is our interpretation that although PL 98-242 doesnot explicitly provide for such a Board, nothing in the legislationwould appear to prevent its establishment. We pr opose that theSecretary of the Interior appoint a broadly-based Board representingthe Congress; local., state and federal agencies; academic institutions
and society at large on a regional basis.

OPTIOR 3: FOCUSED RESEARCH INSTITUTE

It ad tl.

ln this option, CRC was directed to examine the feasibility ofestablishing one or more institutes focused on broad national needs inwater research. In consider ing such institutes the CRC was to documentglaring research needs not covered by existing research programs forwhich the research interests of several entities can be focused at asingle location, or at which significant fiscal savings could result
from sharing expensive equipment.

In addressing this option we sought to identify subject matterareas for which an institute appeared to be the most effective researchstrategy. In order to accomplish this, we first asked our consultantadvisors to the pro!ect to develop a list of water research issueswhich represented important national needs. This list of nationalresearch needs, supplemented by lists proposed in previous studies ofwater research, was reviewed in order to determine whether issues couldbe stated for which a focused institute model would be an appropriateapproach. In conducting that item-by-item review, we delineated twosubstantially different versions of a potential water researchinstitute. One was a "r esear ch laboratory," site-specifics facilitywhich would include sophisticated and expensive equipment and would bestaffed by an interdisciplinary group of physical scientists  i.e.hydrologists, geologists, physicists!. The research of this laboratory
could be focused on modeling complex groundwater systems.

The second version, which we called the "research institute,"emerged as we examined the content and characteristics of the items onthe list of national research needs. This entity would not beprimarily oriented tower d doing basic science on water resources.Instead, it would be staffed by an interdisciplinary group includingnot only various types of physical scientists but also engineers,economists, organizational and institutional researchers, and other
social scientists.

The array of national water research needs was then examined toidentify those which "required" a national or regional research lab orwhich required a research institute. Thus, according the CEQ'sdirective, to be included for either ver sion, an item has to be "aglar ing research need not presently covered by  existing! ma!orresearch programs." An item also had to be such that it would be muchbetter addressed  or more cost-effectively addressed! by being "focusedat a single location," than by being r esearched at a number of
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dii'ferent places. Lastly, in the case of the "research lab," to be
selected an item had to involve "expensive research equipment" or
f ac i I i ties .

In reviewing the list of items, many were identified  e.g.
groundwater contamination, water reuse! that were serious problems and
appeared to require scientific research and substantial additional
financial resources to support that research. In several such cases it
was also clear that the creation of a research center focusing on that
subJect would result in desirable interdisciplinary synergy.
Furthermore, a new center might well provide the visibility and ability
to acquire financial resources that would foster more rapid advancement
of knowledge in that Pield. However, the question posed by this
alternative was not whether the subJect area required additional
research and funding. Rather, the issue was whether a new
organizational structure, either lab or institute, was needed to answer
the research need. It was concluded that, in most cases' reasonably
competent organizations, federal or others, already existed that were
working on the problem. These items, were not selected as appropriate
for a new lab or institute. A similar analysis using the same criteria
was conducted of the research needs identified in the 1981 National
Research Council study.

The item-by-item analyses led to two conclusions: 1! no clear need
exists for a new research laboratory, although existing facilities,
programs and organizations may well need some expansion cr additional
Punding; and 2! a new research institute might be justiPied by the
perceived need for synthesis of existing research and Por increased
emphasis on inter disciplinary and institutional research.

To test further the validity of the first conclusion, we discussed
with a number of investigators various aspects of the topic of ground-
water research, which had been suggested to us as a focus for study by
a permanent water r esearch center. Ne P'ound little support for the
research facility approach because of the diversity of ground~ster
issues and because greater ef'ficiencies could be achieved by targeting
groundwater research in existing institutions or programs.

As previously indicated, most of the water research subJect areas
that have been identified as important or oP priority are already being
addressed to some extent by existing programs. Also, none were found
for which a new facility or laboratory seemed the most cost eff'ective
and scientifically def'ensible strategy. There may be water research
subJect areas which would profit from enhanced Punding. However, a
better approach would be to target these for support with an extramural
program  as in Option 2! with funds directed to one or more existing
institutions. Alternatively, enhanced Pundf,ng of existing mission
agency programs could accomplish the same purpose in certain cases.

Although we also were unable to identify particular subJect matter
for which an institute was clearly the most effective approach to
research, there was agreement within our consultants group and support
elsewhere in the water research community I' or an entity that would 1!
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synthesize r esearch results and their implications and 2! conductinterdisciplinary analyses of water issues of national significancethat involve institutional, social and legal issues, Such analysesmust be grounded in science and therefor e such disciplines should berepresented in the staff. But the vpr oblem-solving and policy"oriented focus of such analyses also r equir es the involvement ofexperts in law, engineering, the social sciences and the management
disciplines.

This option builds on a proposal in the OTA report which apparentlywas partly r esponsible for the authorization of this study. Thatreport, asserted, "There is a lack of a national coherence and synthesisof university water-related research" and cited "arid/semi-arid-waterresour ces" as a case in point. The OTA report made reference to theNational Center for Atmospheric Research  NCAR! university consortiummodel of atmospheric research and proposed that "Congress couldestablish a National Center for Water Resources Research to provide acoherent and coordinated mechanism for the Nation's university researchproy ams in water resources and water resource management Por problem-solving and policymaking." There is some sentiment in the waterresources research community for such a center as well as a belief thatCongress would be receptive to the establishment of such a center by
virtue of its funding this study.

This option builds on that concept, expanding and modiPying it.Like this OTA proposals it includes the synthesizing function and theinterdisciplinary orientation. Furthermore, it would most probably beorganized in the form of a university consortium, along the lines ofNCAR. Like NCAR, the institute would per Porm multi-disciplinaryresearch on generic problems not addressed by agency-oriented programsand cross-cutting both organizational and political boundaries. lttoo, would be "insulated from short-term political" and "problem-of-the-moment" pressur es, and would be an "obJective, non-partisan and
continuing source" of information.

Howevers this option expands the scope of' concern from university-related water research alone to encompass all federally-funded waterresources research. Secondly, it modifies the subJect focus. The OTAreport proposes an " interdisciplinary program of basic and ~a liedresearch on water resource and water-resource management, includingstrong programs in the natural sciences, engineering, and socialsciences, such as resource economics and law as they pertain to water-resour ces programs," While the mix of expertise envisioned by thisoption is similar to that in the OTA report, the focus would be onapplication r ather than basic science. The Center would not be alaboratory for "site-speciPic research" nor ~ould it have "advanced and
sophisticated resear ch facilities."

St!HHART

In conducting this study it was observed that water resourcesresearch is a mature field with large and diverse existing programswhich are Pragmented among a number of agencies, organizations and



institutions. The rationale for creating a new center had to recognize
the nature of this existing situation. In this context, three options
Por a Rational Water Resources Research Center were pr oposed. The
options included incremental changes to improve the coherence of
existing progr arne; a center to direct and support extramural research;
and an institute to study inter disciplinary water research issues.
Each option is intended to address a stated water research need. The
options proposed are not mutually exclusive. Each research center
meets a prescribed need and thus sufficient justification exists for
all three to be established simultaneously. Research and information
f'unctions could also be combined within a single organizational entity.

During the course of the study a number of persons in the water
resources research community were interviewed about their views on the
proposed centers and others oPfered written comments to the CEQ during
and after public meetings on the study. It was Pound that there was
little agreement within the research community on the need to be met by
a new center or the preferred institutional arrangement. This does not
imply that the proposed r esearch centers are without some public
supports only that no apparent consensus exists on any one option.
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Chesapeake Research Consortium, Inc
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� What is water resources infer«ationl
� Who needs water resources infer«stionl
� Where do we find water resources infornationl
� Are our present wnter resources infor«ation sources meeting the

needl
- Eow can ve improve our vater resources information systenl

These and a series of related quest iona were addressed during a
recent study conducted by the Chesapeake Research Consortium  CRC!
under contract to the Council on Environmental Quality  CEQ!. Sullivan
�9S5! describes the background of this study in a report on a parallel
effort towards developing a design for a Rational Water Resources
Research Center.

The study was conducted in tvo phases. Phase 1  CRC, 1984a!
revieved the present status of vater resource information services;
attempted to define the needs for vater resources information; and
developed a number of mission statements  more properly functions! of
alternative institutions to meet the needs. Phase II  CRC> 1984b!
developed institutional arrangements, organiyatioual characteristics
and a crit ical reviev of three options selected by CEQ after public
hearings and consultat ion with government ~ academic and commercial
institutions or agencies vitb interests in vater resources information ~

1. Contribution d 1253 from Virginia Institute of Harine Science ~
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Whet is Water Res urc s I n?

The phase 1 study identif ied more than 30 agencies with water
related missions. To many individuals in these agencies, the concept
of water resources or water resources information was limited to the
scope of their agency mission. The problem of defining water resources
information is compounded at the national level in that no single
committee in either House of Congress has principal or sole
responsibility for "water" or "water resources".

In order to satisfy the many constituencies claiming affinity with
the water resource community, we considered water resources to include
ground water, surface water and estuarine waters. Water resources
information includes atmospheric sources  e .g . rain and snowfall!,
water characteristics  e.g. data on amount, location, flow, quality,
movement and pathways!, usage  e.g. consumption and discharge!, and
institutional factors  e .g . water rights and regulatory controls! .
Water resources information needs include both data  raw facts or
observations often characterized by numerics or quantification! and
documents  writings, maps, charts, books, journals, films etc . which
summarize, evaluate, explain, interpret or present knowledge! ~

WhoNeedsWte R u sIn i

Water resources information users can be broadly characterized
into two groups.

1 ~ ~So hiet~aij users are usually professionals that have
the technical capability to synthesize information
obtained from a variety of sources in the context of a
specific issue. Scientists, engineers and water resource
planners working in their field usually fall within this
group.

either general or specific skills to analyze technical
information in a specific context or who lack the
knowledge about availability of appropriate information.
Legislators and their staffs, local officials, general.
planners, public interest groups ~ concerned citizens and
scientists and engineers working outside of their area of
expertise may be included in this category.

The distinctions between these categories of users is not precise
and is to s large extent based upon their familiarity with the sources
of specific information. A routine user of the U.S. Geologicsl
Survey s  USGS! WATSTORE  National Water Data Storage and Retrieval
System! and NAWDEX  National Water Data Exchange! may be sophisticated
with respect to the use of these systems but unfamiliar with or unaware
of coastal, estuarine or climatological data available though systems
maintained by the National Oceanic snd Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA! .



I ti nvWhere Do W ind W ter R s

The fiscal year 1985 Federal Plan for water data acquisition
 OWDC, 1983! includes 28 federal agencies with water related missions.
In addition there are several federal agencies with major data
collection efforts important to water resources such as the National
Marine Fisheries Service and the National Environmental Satellite, Data
and Information Service  NESDIS! which are not included in this plan.

The majority of federal water resource related data is held in
three agencies . WATSTORE has the most extensive collection of
hydrologic and water quantity data, the Environmental Protection
Agency s  KPA! STOBET system has the most water quality data and
NESDIS s National Oceanographic Data Center has the most marine and
estuarine water resources data . Many state and local agencies and
universities maintain extensive water related files, much in machine
readable form. Many of these are listed and described in either NAWDEX
or NESDIS s National Environmental Data Referral System  NEDRES!.

Efforts to collect and/or catalog documents related directly to
water resources are not as extensive as data storage efforts. The
principal effort related to water resources documents is Selected Water
Resources Abstracts prepared by USGS's Water Resources Scientific
Information Center  WRSIC! . Other federal abstracting or indexing
entities such as the Department of Commerce s National Technical
Information System  NTIS! and the Department of Agriculture s AGRICOLA
do not specifically abstract or catalog with water resources in mind.

Finally, the National Referral Center maintained by the Library of
Congress listed over 1100 water related information sources, many of
which are multiple information bases.

Are 0 r Present Water R urc s I orms n
Sources Mee ' The Needs

In trying to determine whether the present sources of water
resources information are meeting the needs of individuals or
organizations for water resources information one must always be
mindful of Finagle s Law  Doyel, 1978!:

The information you have is not what you want.
2. The information you want is not what you need.
3 . The information you need is not available.

With the possible exception of institutional information, no major
information gape were identified during this study. In fact ~ the major
complaint from several sources was uot lack of information but s
plethora of information, much of it unsynthesized from the perspective
of the user.

Sophisticated users  working in their area of expertise! sr*
usually able to meet their information needs  principally data! within
the present systems . The major complaint is that they occasionally
need to go to a number of different data bases or systems for relevant
data and these may not be compatible with each other.
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Unsophisticated users are usually not as concerned with data asthey are with documents that synthesise or evaluate information. Nanypotential users are unfamiliar with specific information sources and
are frequently frustrated in their attempts to obtain information.

Ho single water resources information source meets the needs of
all individuals or organirations dealing with water resources.

How can e i e ur W ter R sou e ti Ss cm?

At the present time, there does not appear to be a compelling need
to create or establish new water resource data or document oriented
information files at tbe national level. It is apparent, however, that
there are a number of ways to facilitate access to or awareness of
present information resources, and that by so doing a number of
identified needs can be met .

Three options to improve the present system of delivery of water
resources information were developed du~ing phase II of this study .
These were:I! specific recommendations for improving current

institutional arrangements;

2! a referral center to serve as an initial point of access
where persons could go to begin the search for water
resources information  both documents and data! and
obt s in limit ed b ib I iograph ie s;3! a national and state clearinghouse system with regional
centers in those areas with compelling need and a cumaean
bond among states, to obtain information for clients,
provide information synopses and analyses of water
resource issues, and develop a statement of research
needs based upon requests to the clearinghouses ~

The distinction between s referral center and a clearinghouse is:

appropriate sources to meet their information needs  it does not
provide the actual data or documents needed!;

~1' h th th h d, h p hl, t lit
obtains the specific information required by information seekers
and provides it to them.

Host clearinghouses perform this function by collecting sndarchiving information in their area of specialisst ion on a continuing
basis. In the water information ares, however> there are so many
established information bases, that attempting to develop a single sll-
encompassing water information base is not practical. Fortunately
advances in computer communication technology, in particular, on-line
transfer of text and data, obviate the need for a clearinghouse to
actually collect and archive data itself in order to be effective.
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Each of the three options can be perceived as a way to address the
problem of access or awareness to a different degree. Specific
recommendations for improving current institutional arrangements
primarily address problems of coordination, comparability, and lack of
resources  personnel and/or funds! within components of the present
system. Although the primary effect of these recommendations will be
to assist the present system users  sophisticated! by upgrading present
capabilities, they will also provide increased opportunity for
unsophisticated or peripheral users to become aware of information
resources .

Establishment of a National Water Information Referral Center
would enable unsophisticated and peripheral users to gain awareness of
water resources information sources and to obtain information on how to
access these systems. A limited bibliographic capability would provide
some additional services for those users desiring or requiring more
focused information on an issue . It does not, however, provide either
group of users with syntheses or analyses of information.

The third option, a National/State Clearinghouse System,
supplemented by appropriate regional clearinghouses, would facilitate
information dissemination and use by providing the capability to
extract appropriate information from numerous information sources . The
research needs assessment function would also provide guidance to
policy and budget personnel on research needs as a function of
quest ions that cannot be answered with extant information. A variation
in which the National Water Information Clearinghouse is supported by a
number of disciplinary or subject focused Centers of Competence is also
viable. Water problems, however, usually require an interdisciplinary
approach and are site specific, In view of this, geographic focus for
a water information clearinghouse is considered more appropriate. The
capability under this option of providing periodic summaries of water
resources information and the status of water resource problems at
various levels, and the capability of providing reports on specific
issues upon request respond directly to the expressed needs of many of
the unsophisticated users .

Most important, the third option provides water resources
information at the level most appropriate for its application i.e.,
information relevant for local or state issues would be provided by the
state clearinghouses, information for national issues would be provided
by the national clearinghouse, and in regions where there is a
compelling need and a common bond among states  such as the Chesapeake
Bay or Great Lakes! regionally focused information would be provided by
a r eg iona 1 clearinghouse .

Improving current institutional arrangements would involve a
number of specif ic actions. These are:

1. Revise OMB Circular A-61  EOP, 1964! whi~h presently places
the responsibility for coordination of water data in the
Department of Interior  accomplished by the Of f ice of Water
Data Coordination, USGS! to reflect the responsibility of NCAA
 marine, coastal and atmosphere! and EPA  water quality! in
the ares of water resources information aquisition, storage
and dissemination.
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2. Provide improved computer communication  automatic switchingcapability! between EPA s STORET, USGS s NAWDEK and HESDIS sNEDRES so that users with access to one system can access the
information in the othezs.  HAWDEK users can now access
STORET information.!

3. Provide additional funding to WRSIC to reestablish a number �
recommended! of Centers of Competence in issues of present or
emerging priorities. The centers would have theresponsibility of abstracting reports and preparing annual
state-of-the-art and issue papers in their area of competence.

4. Establish a water research information system dealing withcurrent research-in-progress within WRSIC to fill the gap in
research-in-progress tracking created by the abolishment of
tbe Smithsonian Science Information Exchange in 1981.

5. Add water zesources information specialists to the staff ofthe Library of Congress s National Referral Center  HRC! toprovide focused collection on water resources and modernise
NRC s software to allow full text searching and providegreater access to HRC s files through arrangements with
private on-line information vendors.

6. Add water research specialists to the staff of theCongressional Research Service to deal specifically with water
issues.

The major advantage of a National Water Information Referral
Center would be that it would provide a marked improvement in thepresent system for locating water resources information. Since theCenter would not be bound by a single water mission, it would be free
to refer to information services over the full spectrum of waterissues. The center would also be in a unique position to identifythose information needs that are not being met by the existing, system
because the subject area may fall on the periphery or outside of an
agency's mission.

This option would remedy the lack of a single point of access for
water informat ion. This advantage far outweighs the slightdisadvantage of duplicating some of the referral functions of theexisting water oriented information systems such as HEDRES and HAWDEK.The concentration of the center in the area of water would provide more
focused and appropriate referral than is possible from a general
referral center such as The National Referral Center.

A major advantage of the National, Regional and State Water
Information Clearinghouse System over the referral center option isthat it provides true one stop shopping for clients. Under the presentsystem, a user normally seeks information from only one or perhaps a
limited number of sources. Clients often wonder whether thisinformation is complete and, therefore, adequate for their needs. Theclearinghouse system would assure users that they have all the relevant
information pertaining to a given issue. This feature would be an
asset to both sophisticated snd unsophisticated users, but would
probably benefit the unsophisticated user more.
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The provision for services at the state and regional levels
provides information resources at the levels at which most water issues
arise and are resolved. Clearinghouse personnel at these levels should
quickly develop a knowledge of and sensitivity to issues at their level
which would make them very valuable resources for managers. With
information resource personnel functioning at each level, information
should seldom "fall through the cracks" and information provided should
be relevant to the issue driving the inquiry.

Extreme care must be exercised in establishing state level
clearinghouses to ensure that they do not conflict with present
effective water information activities. The probability of interfering
with existing, systems on the regional level is not as great since a
criterion for establishing a regional clearinghouse is recognition by
the states that regional water issues exist that cannot be resolved by
individual state efforts.

SUMMARY

One could view each of the suggested options as falling on a
gradient of information service activities beginning with the present
system of independent, unconnected and relatively uncoordinated
information agencies and ending with the full service organisation
embodied in the one stop Rational Water Information Clearinghouse. The
first option proposes a number of relatively low cost modifications to
the present system to improve coordination and service. A next logical
step is to establish an organization which identifies all components of
the present information infrastructure snd advises users unfamiliar
with the full range of this infrastructure as to the appropriate place
to go for their information  a referral center!. It is not too big, a
step from telling someone where to go for information to getting the
information for then  a clearinghouse!. This latter service becomes
attractive if the information smst be obtained from a number of
sources. It is easy to envision a Rational Water Information
Clearinghouse system developing by a National Water Information
Referral Center gradually taking on more and more full service
functions while at the same time providing guidance and assistance to
individual state or regional orgsnisations developing water information
services.

This report was based upon work conducted under Contract EQ4C02
between The Council on Environmental Quality and The Chesapeake
Research Consortium, Inc. I am grateful for the many individuals in
federal snd state government, academic and commerce who provided
information during this study. Particular appreciation must go to my
research assistant on this project, Ms. Karen NcDonald, and to Ns .
Claudis Walthall who provided clerical and administrative support.

Thanks must also go to Dr . Kevin Sullivan my co-investigator for
the water research center portion of the overall study and to Dr. L.
Eugene Cronin who served as Director to The Chesapeake Research
Consortium during the early part of this study until his retirement.
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introduction

Waste disposal, in al I of its incarnations, constitutes one of the
most critical problems this codntry will face during the twentieth
century' Solid waste, wastewater, hazardous wastes and radioactive
wastes are pervasive in our environment. Collectively, they
represent a dilemma of enotnous magnitude . Solutions, however,
lie in considering them individually. Each aspect must be viewed
in terms of its own particular parameters, set within a framework
of multi-media management. Neither contaminated drinking water nor
polluted air are desirable . Nor, for that matter, are lifeless
coastal seas or barren landfills. Yet the best available means of
disposal may merely create less harm. Even this, however, may be a
step forward in some areas.

Nastewater

Alternatively, it may be possible that a creative answer exists or
can be developed for recyc11ng the waste. Not only are detrimental
consequences avoided, but a benefit may actually be der1ved from
something that was formerly considered a nuisance.

Nastewater was selected as part of the subject of this research as all
communities must contend with wastewater disposal. lt is a
common thread, even when the means of disposal vary. Not all
cotmnunities must face radioactive or hazardous waste. Furthermore,
wastewater diSpoSal has trad1tional ly been a problem that
ctxamuniti es must deal with repeatedly, as a result of growth and
aging . Initially, the conssunity is faced with installation of a
collection and disposal system. Later, the need to expand the system,
to repair or replace deteriOrating physical plant, to update obsolete
equipim.nt, and/or to meet new health and envi romnental standards
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can al l oe expected to arise--sometimes simultaneously. Thispattern has changed little during this century. 01d as well asnew conmunities are faced with the need to develop an infrastructure
that is environmentally sound, economically viable and socially
just--no small task.

Furthermore, the steps that are taken to cope with these di fficultiesare going to help shape the nature of our society during the next
century. The U.S. has historical ly viewed its abundant resources
as virtually infinite. Modern society, with its "disposable"philosophy is the result. That there is a limit to our resources
is now common knowledge. The questions that remain are whethersociety will choose to act responsibly and whether the abi lity torecycle will overcome the desire to discard. Wastewater can be
viewed as a problem to be di sposed of in the most convenient manner
or as a valid resource that deserves reuse. Actually, a range of
choices exists vetween these two extremes, e.g., a combination of
recycling and disposal techniques, use of nutrient-rich"wastewater" for aquaculture, injection into aqui fers of wastewaterthat has been treated sufficiently to render it safe for drinking,
or an outfall into the deep ocean, with di lution and dispersal the
eventual end of the wastewater.

The choices made will be reflections of the importance apportionedto the goals of reasonable economics, a clean enviromnent and raised
social consciousness. The price of a healthy environnent is often
high. Social justice may require rearrangement of the status quo.Either may interfere with econanic stability. The ramifications of
wastewater decisions made in the 1980's will still be affecting thequality of li fe after the year 2000. Whether the U.S. takes thepath towards wise wastewater reuse and disposal, thereby conserving
other resources, is a serious issue which has its roots in thepresent and impacts on the future. To make these decisions, i.e.,
to choose among the possibilities, requires information on the
issues--a small portion of which may be found in this research.
Wastewater treatment and di sposal may present pr oblems for anyurban center, but it poses an even more serious constraint to
coastal caamunities. Effluent discharged into the nearshore
environment can change the nature of nearby estuarieS. Since
estuaries serve as nurseries for the early life stages of manyspecies, impacts may be especially detrimental. Treated wastewatermay still contain hanaful chemicals, capable of killing faunaoutright or slowly accumulating within the animal 's tissue. Notonly may reproductive success be diminished, contaminated animalsconsumed by humans pose a real health hazard to the exposed population.Commercial and sports fisheries may be adversely affected, either because
of reduced numbers of individual species or because of potential
increases in contamination that may preclude harvesting.
1f pol luted waters prevent swimming, beach attendance is adverselyaffected. When sports fisheries are depleted, recreational fishermen
must look elsewhere. The economics uf coastal towns frequently
depend on financial input from the tourist trade, and the impact
of a decrease in spending can be devastating. Tourists are not



ikely to cone to the coastal ccmmuni ties if they cannot participate
in shoreiine activities.

If ef fluent cannot be di scnarged into tne marine environment, it
may be disposed on land. Unfortunately, this alternati ve is not wi<hout
negative impacts. Coastal communities, because of physical geography,
often tend to have space limitations. Furthermore, coastal real
estate may be valued far above caaparable in]and properties,
making the land disposal of wastewater economically infeasible.

Potable Water

Another di fficulty may arise with wastewater di sposa1 on coastal
lands. The water table in coastal areas tends to be shal low, making
it more vulnerable to contamination. Aggravating tnis problem,
often por ous coastal soils may al low rapid percolation of wastewater.
Potable surface water may be limited, aS many coastal ponds are
brackish and therefOre unSuitable for drinking. Wastewater and
potable water are inescapably intertwined. Even when heavily
loaded with contaminants, the major component of wastewater is water.
Consequently, both potable water and wastewater were examined.
They are both fundamental constraints on a community.

Case Study

To examine the problems of potable water supply and wastewater
treatment and disposal in coastal communities, a case study methodology
was selected. The technique al lows in-depth investigation, altnouyh
the scope of work must be limited. The community selected was <i lton
Head, South Caroli na. Located on the southern end of the South
Carolina coast, Hilton Head iS a barrier island. Twel ve miles Iong
and f ive miles wide, Hilton Head has exper ienCed mOSt Of its develop-
nmnt during the last two decades, with much of this development sub�ect
to some form of planning. The canmunity has only recently incorporated
as a town, passing a referendum in May of 1983. Prior to this, the
town was governed by a hodge-pOdge of layers of authority.  See
Fig. I!

Historical Back round
In Ig50, a grOup Of beargi a buSineSSmen bOught mOSt Of the iSland
for lumbering. One of the businessmen invol ved, Charles Fraser,
came to beli eve that the island was far more valuable for its
development potential than for its timber. Fraser, a graduate of
Yale Law School, was determined to create a resort ccmmunity on
Hi lton Head Island over which he would possess complete aesthetic
control.  McPhee, 1971! When Fraser began his development of "Sea
Pines Plantation" in rural Beau fort County, it was whol ly unlike
anyplace else in the county--indeed, perhaps in the entire state of
South CarO!ina. The county had little experienCe With thiS sOrt of
development and the process proved to be an educational experience
for a11 i nvol ved.
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Current Situation

There is some polarization of black and white populations on the
island . The blacks are largely nat i ve Southerners, whose
ancestors may have resided on the island since the Civil War, or
earlier. Many of them are the heirs of those forty acre farms
granted to slave families by the post Civil War federal government.
To sosm extent, the black population resents the changes that have
been wrought on their island by the developers.  Campbell, 1983! While
it is true that the new Hilton Head has created a surfeit of jobs for
the local population, tne positions available to blacks are strictly
menial--chaisbermaids, waiters and waitresses, busboys and dishwashers,
 Thomas, 1982! The bulk of the white population has migrated to the
island within the last twenty years. Most are transplanted
northerners. Their perception of Hilton Head is strongly influenced by
the world they live in behind the guarded gates of the plantations.

Comn~nin nl~nnnin

Local authori ties have tried to cope with the rapidly blossoming
developsmnt. However, there is no limit on density of units per acre,
nor are there zoning maps or regul ations. The county goverrment that
vms formerly responsible for these decisions in Hilton Head has given
way to the municipal goverrment of Hilton Head. However, the
controversy surrounding a density cap continues. The county governsent,
while studying the situation, had implemented a temporary development
standards ordinance with a 4 units/acre limitation. This was to be a
short tenn measure. The new municipal govermsent has been unable to
decide whether or not there should be a cap, nor, if established, what
the cap should be.

WithOut a Canmuni ty ZOning map, the legal baSiS far eStabli Shing
density limitations is weak. The large plantations have developed
their own masterplans for phased devel opment. hlonetheless, there is
tremendous pressure toward increased development, especially on the
small tracts that are not masterplanned. In any case, the South
Caralina Supreme COurt haS ruled that maSterplanS Cannbt be held tO be
binding documents and are in no way comparable to a ccmmunity zoning
map.

Traditionally, municipal goverrment is responsible for deci sionmaki ng
regardi ng water supply and wastewater treatment and disposal� . Such
is not the case in Hilton Head . The referendum for incorporation
succeeded on the arguumnt that a limited service governnmnt could
exist. Decisions are made, instead, by the Public Service Districts
 PSDs!--designated areas, enabled by the State Legi slature.  See
Pig. 2! PSDs' authority may vary, but they are most often responsible
for security, firefighting, water supply and wastewater treatnent and
di sposal .
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Coin~rehensi ve Pl an

Until recently, there had been nO long term, concerted effort
toward resol ving water supply and wastewater disposal problems.
About two years ago, the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control  DHEC! becane alarmed at the total treatment
capacity for which they were receiving applications. DHEC slapped a
moratorium on plant construction on Hilton Head Island and stated
publicly that the moratorium would only be li fted when a satisfactory
island-wide plan for wastewater treatjnent and disposal had been
advanced. The moratorium was lifted less that a year ago, when island
groups, after much refinenmnt, presented a plan acceptable to DHEC.

Currently, wastewater on Hilton Head is treated to a secondary level.
Some of it is disposed of by spray-irrigation on golf courses and other
open space. The remainder is discharged into a canal, eventually
reaching the ocean.

Furthermore, all potable water on the island canes fran a
sole source--an aqui fer underlying the island. This underground
water is part of the Tertiary Limestone Aqui fer, which runs south to
Florida.  Spigner and Ransom, 1979! The South Carolina Water Resources
Commi ssion  SCWRC! beli eves that the island is a recharge area for the
aquifer.  Island Packet, 1982! The "minimum safe yield" which can
safely be obtained fran the aquifer is unknown, however, per capita
uSage Of patable Water iS high. The SCWKC liStS SeVeral majOr
groundwater problems in the Beaufort, County area, including:

 a! Regional water level declines throughout
large areas of Beaufort County and adjacent counties
in South Carolina and Georgia.

 b! Saltwater contamination of the Tertiary Limestone
Aquifer, primarily in Beaufort County.

 c! Local well interference, where water levels
have been lowered below some pump intakes.

 d! Interaquifer transfer, resulting in artesian
pressure losses and/or water quality impairnmnt.
 Spigner and Ransom, 1979!

Saltwater intrusion is a growing concern to residents in the
area. Although several hydrogeologic mechanisms contribute to the
problem, the end result is the same; chloride contamination of ground-
water.

Wastewater, Potable Water and Plannin~

The history of community planning and implementation is a
relatively recent one. Hilton Head is a modern caamunity, i.e.,
one that has undergone most of its development relatively
recently. Literature about the island touts al 1 of the planning
invol ved in its devel opment.
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Wastewater collection, treatment and di sposal and potable water
supply all have impacts on a community's growth. If the community
ignores this, then the impact is uncontrolled, and may very wel I
be adverse. Alternatively, recognizing their potential usefulness
and deliberately manipulating the nature and placement of the
effects can aid a ccmmunity interested in directing its own future.

Typical ly, problems in wastewater treatment and di sposal systems
have been sol ved using a "crisi s-resolution" type of model  i.e.,
until a crisis arises, the problem is rarely discussed!. Nor is
any planning involved to avoid or minimize the problem. A solution
may only be researched after the emergency has forced some
acknowledgement of the problem. While this response pattern is still
prevalent in many communities, planners and engineers have begun
to recognize that sewage policies do affect urban structure, and when
used in conjunction with other controls, they can becmne a powerful
tool for implementing urban planning.  Tabors, et al, 1976!

Hilton Head goes to great lengths to portray an image of enviromnental
concern, with ecological balance of utmost consideration. In actuality
attention has been devoted to "enviromnental aesthetics," rather than
the environment, per se. One can work to encourage green lawns and to
save old trees and yet not understand the delicate balance in the
environment itsel f. Even on Hilton Head, there is a predilection for
draining marshes in favor of residential development.

There are a number of planning tools available to communities,
including; zoning maps and regulations, density standards, trans-
ferable development rights, judicious use of sewerage, treatment
plants and wastewater disposal, control of watershed and limiting
water supply.

The overriding concern, of course, i s economics, even though
it is a less serious constraint in Hilton Head than in most
caemunities. Envirormental soundness and social justice are desirable
goals, but eCOnomiCS dominate decisionmaking in wastewater and
water supply systens.

Summa'

Hilton Head, as a new coamunity, interested in promoting planning
and With leSS SeriauS eCOnOmiC COnStraintS than mOSt, haS Stil I
encountered an inability to deal with, and especially to anticipate
water supply and wastewater disposal problems. The communi ty has
not yet even begun to consider the problems that can arise from
deterioration due to aging, technological obsolescence and long term
systems maintenance. They are refusing to consider that planning for
sludge disposal even merits consideration.

Nonetheless, forced to respond by the DHEC moratorium requiring a
comprehensive plan, Hilton Head has begun to recognize the potential
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for wasre disposal as a planning tool. They have contrived a
comprehensive wastewater treatment plan that will bring all treatment
on the island  current and future! to tertiary levels. All
wastewater will ae sprayed an land, irrigatinv golf courses and
green spaces and perhaps returning water to freshwater marshes that
are dryinu out as a result of changes in drainage patterns. Two
autfal ls to the ocean will function only in emergencies . The plan
should help to relieve aquifer drawdown beneath the island, thereby
slowing the progress af saltwater contamination.

It is passible that the plan will help force an equilibrium
carrying capacity on tne island, i .e., «itn only very limited ocean
disposal and no piping of ~astes to the main'land, the ability of the
land to absorb ~aSte can play a limiting role in develapment. Mare
so than inland areas, Hilton Head and other canmuniti eS tnat Share
some of its traits I'ace 4n uncertain future. The attractiveness
of the coast continues to draw people to it. The swelling population
puts a strain on the ability of tne cammunity to supply a reasonable
quality of potable water and to adequately treat and dispase of waste-
water. Furthermore, these needs often conflict with efforts to
maintain tne quality of nearsnore marine waters. The key lies in
tnorougnly researching the problems, anticipating their occurence
and planning how to avoid them or to mitigate their impacts.

Disclaimer:

This research represents only the opinion of the author and in
no way re!ates to any official policies af the Office af Ocean
and Coastal Resource Management and/or the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
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ln respond ing to po 1 1 ut. ion prob 1 i. ms, many»nvi ronmenta1 organ i za t ions
focus their efforts on t.h» clean-up of contaminat»d areas. Lony,-t»rm
p «i i h «, h, h: p
correct i ve act ion, 1 n khod» 1 s land, Save The Bay, inc,, a r»g iona 1 organ-
ization, recognized this situation and in 1982 began a new approach to
environmental advocacy with a pollution prev»nt ion project. The 1'ol low-
ing pap»r describ»s the recent suet»ss ttic I'roj»ct has had in promoting
environment.al problem-solving at the local level,

Back round � Narra ansett Ba

Located primarily in Rhod» lsiand, Narraganset.t Bay is considered a unique
and very productive estuary. The Bay, which covers 102 square miles,
suflers from a long history of pollution that dates back 200 years to when
industries tirst dumped wastes into the providence River at the head of
the Bay. Today, over 10,000 acres ar» closed t.o she lltishing act.iviti»s
because ot sewage pollution. Recent studi»s indicate toxic and non-point.
pollution ar» also adv»rs»ly aft»cting rhe t>ay. hquidn»ck island, r.h»
largest island in the Bay, was s»!»cl»d as lh». subj»ct oi the pollur.ion
prevention project.

Back rounil � Save Th» Ba , inc.
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIOR TEROOGR
I@CREASED CITIEEE PART ICIPATIOR

Save The Bay is a privat», non-prh lit organization dedicated t
the wat.er quality and coastal environment ot Narragansett Bay.
ization has a small paid statf and makes use ot a large vo lunt
For most. oi its fourteen-year history, Save The Bay has tocuse
r»cting existing pol.lution problems. While continuing such »t
y'h hy h *p h r ' Ir "'"* y
this need, Save The Bay received grant funding to pursue a new
to environmental advocacy and b»gan l.h» Aquidner k island l'oil»
Project in 1982.
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The A uidneck Island Pollution Prevention Pro 'ect

The Aquidneck Island Project was designed to prevent pollution problems on
the Island through research, public education and citizen involvement pro-
grams, The Project focused on organizing citizens at the local Level
around environmental. i.ssues. The local focus was in part a response to
a growing frustration with the limitations of state and federal agencies,
as well. as recognition that the primary control of land use activities
which directly and indirectly affect water quality lies with local author-
ities,

The project has been essentially an experiment in citizen participation
and is based upon the premise that an informed public active in dec ision-
making processes can influence local governments to take action to protect.
the environment. Furthermore, it was assumed, based on Save The Bay's
experience, that the majority of work required for this citizen invoive-
ment can be carried out by properly trained and organized volunteers,
This paper' describes two instances where citizen involvement has resulted
in public action.

Watershed Protection and the Middletown Com rehensive Plan

Sixty-five percent of the Town of Liiddletown  located on Aquidneck Island!
lies within the watersheds of the Island's drinking water supply reservoirs.
These reservoirs are shallow  8 to 15 Eeet deep! and have been adversely
affected by non � point pollution sources including urban and agricultural
runoff. They have become eutrophic, supporting algal blooms which make
~ster treatment difficult. On occasions, these conditions result in con-
centrations of trihalomethanes  chlorinated by-products of the treatment
process! in the drinking water in excess of iederal standards.

To prevent water quality conditions from further deterioration, land use
controls in the watershed areas need strengthening. In 1982, a consulcant
was hired by the Town to draft a comprehensive land use plan. This pro'-
vided the opportunity for improving watershed protec cion, although similar
planning efforts had twice beiore failed due to a lack of public support.
Save The Bay's work with the consultant on the plan resulted in the recom-
mendation of special watershed sensitivity districts, Recognizing that the
plan would go to a public hearing, Save The Bay prepared and distributed
educational materials describing the need for and the benefits oi adopting
the plan. At the firer public hearirg, Save The Bay spoke in favor of the
plan, along with several neighborhood and local environmental groups as
weLL as individuals, in an organized display of support. Few objections
were raised at the hearing however pubLicity about t.he plan, specifically
its watershed protection measures, attracted attention. By the next meet-
ing, when the Town Council was to consider a vote to adopt the plan, a
petition had been organized by objectors to extend the bearing process.
The objectors were primarily the owners of Large tracts of undeveloped land
who would be affected by zoning changes, They i'epresented a political force
and a real threat to the adoption oE the plan. Using action alert mail-
ings, which generated phone calls to town council members, and other tech-
niques, Save The Bay organized an even stronger show of support Eor the
plan. Save The Bay was able to bring technical experts to testify at the
hearings, and their information, coupled with articulate testimony from
local residents made Eoi a strong presentation. As a resulr, the plan
was adopted with a compromise from 2-acre to liz-acre zoning in certain
watershed areas. The effectiveness of the plan will hinge on its imple-



mentation through the zoning or'dinance and other regulations. The coalition
of groups organized to work for adoption of the plan has kept in contact
and is preparing now for hearings on proposed zoning changes. Meanwhile,
four requests by developers for rezoning or special exceptions from che
plan's recommendations for watershed areas have been turned down due to
watchdogging by neighboring groups. This vigilance has maintained the in-
tegrity of the Plan.

Dischar e of Untreated Sewa e into New ort Harbor

The City of Newport faces several problems in upgrading its overburdened
sewage treatment system. One problem is the discharge of untreated sewage
and stormwater into the Newport Harbor through combined sewer overflows
 CSO's!. At Long Wharf in the corner of the Harbor a 72-inch diameter
pipe regularly serves as a CSO after rainstorms. Plans to build a micro-
straining facility to treat the discharge were scrapped after numerous
problems with the technology developed at a CSO treatment facility on
the opposite end of the harbor. As a result, millions of gallons of sewage
mixed with stormwater is discharged untreated into a harbor that heralds
itself as the yachting capital of the world.

Over the years, citizens complained but rhere was never an organized effort
to tackle the problem at Long Wharf. After scrapping its original plans
the City's position was one of no action. In June 1984, a major rainstorm
resulted in CSO discharges that so heavily contaminated the harbor, a
public beach was closed. Water quality standards required the number of
fecal coliform bacteria per IOO ml not exceed an average of 50. Actual
samples ranged from 9,300-I5,000. This event, and the publicity surround-
ing it, generated public interest and served as a catalyst for citizen
action.

In July, with cooperation of over 20 groups representing commercial f ishing,
business, neighborhood and boating interests, Save The Bay organized
and carried out Newport Harbor Appreciation Week, The week included boat
tours of the harbor, radio shows and other activities that highlighted the
CSO problems and fostered greater appreciation of the harbor.

At the completion of the week, the coalition of groups that had participated
was asked to support a call for action � a moratorium on all new hook-ups
to the overburdened sewer system. At the time, the sewage plant which was
designed to treat 5.8 million gallons a day  MGD! was receiving an average
of 10.5 MGD, Given the boil.ding boom in time-share hotels and condomin-
iums that has accompanied the promotion of tourism in Newport, the mora-
torium request was controversial and resulted in extensive media coverage.

By pressing for action in a coalition, Save The Bay was able to back up
its position with not only legal and engineering expertise, but also the
solid support of local residents, After several meetings, the City and
Department of Environmental Management  the state agency with enforcement
powers!, came to an agreement in September about the actions to be taken,
Under a consent agreement, the City was required among other things, to
perform monitoring and water quality sampling of the CSO discharge, to
repair a broken tide-gate at the CSO and connect a larger torte niain to
the treatment plant. The agreement further set the conditions for when
a moratorium would go into place. While falling short of achieving an
immediate moratorium, the coal.i.t ion's effort was very successful in light
of the fact that three months earlier the city had no clear strategy
for solving rhe CSO problem. After consideri ng various options, the



City Council rejected a no-action position and aurhorized the studies
necessary for pursuing federal marine CSO constr'uction grant funds,

These two experiences have convinced Save The Bay of the following;

l. To address non-point pollution problems, regionaL environmental or-
ganizations need to increase their involvement in local land use plan-
ning and decision-making. The most effective way to do this is to work
through coalitions formed among regional and local groups, and individuals.
A consultant to Save The Bay has noted that solving most environmental
problems translates into solving political problems, Capitalizing on
the clout of the voter by working in a grass-roots organizing manner is
essential to encouraging environmentally sound decisions from local govern-
ments. Encouraged by the impact of the Aquidneck Island project, Save
The Bay plans to extend its working relationships to local groups
throughout the region,

2. In Rhode Island, public participation is often so low that it is
often not as difficult as one expects to influence decisions. For example,
in Hiddletown, five phone caLLs to a town council member was deemed sig-
nificant, while ten calls might be interprete4 as a crisis. A factor
favoring this situation is the small size of the state which rends to
make all government officials more accessible.

3. public education is crucial to influencing policy decisions. Target
audiences for any educational campaign should include decision-makers,
press and me4ia, and the general public. For complicated environmentaL
issues, such as the rumulative effects of urban runoff on a water body,
the need for public education wiLL be on-going. It is also important to
talk to and get information to decision-makers in a4vance of 4ecisions to
be most effective, In planning an educat.ional campaign concerning pre-
ventative actions or long-term solutions, environmental groups must recog-
nize the highly "reactive" nature of local governments and build argu-
ments for action that are backed by strong and vocal public support.

4. In any effort to influence a decision, environmental groups must insure
that their information is accurate. Nothing is as ineffective as deliver-
ing misinformed testimony at a public hearing. Such ocrurances damage not
only a group's immediate participation in the hearing, but also the credi-
bility of their participation in future decisions.

To improve water quality and protect coastal natural resources environ-
mental advocates must continue to work at the federal, state and local
government Levels. As a regional organization, Save The Bay has tradi-
tionally focused on influencing federal  EPA! and state regulatory agency
decisions. Noting, however, that in Rhode Island, state agencies often
have insufficient funding or political incentive to move aggressively,
Save The Bay has addressed environmental issues by focusing on local
government decisions. By doing so, the connection between land use
activities and water quality has become clearer and the organization
even more convinced that organizing local c it izens action is essential to
the long-term protection of Narragnasett Bay.
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1ntroduction

The National Ocean Pollution Planning Act  NOPPA, P.L. 95-273, as
amended! was enacted in 1978 for the purpose of improving the
coordination of I'ederal ly conducted or supported mari ne pollution
research, development, and monitoring activities. To meet this
objective, the stat ute requ i res that the Nat.ional Oceani and
Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! coordinate the preparation and
imi>1 ament at ion n ' a cnmprohrnsi vt f i vt -year Frdcr;i1 Plan for Ocean
Pollution Research, Development, and Monitoring. Section 4 b!�! of
NOPPA requires that the Plan identit'y those national needs and
probletns, related to speci 'ic aspects of marine pollution, which exist
and wi ll arise during the Plan per i cd.

Within NOAA, the responsibility for implementing Section 4 of'
NOPpA has been assigned to the Nat, iona! Marine Pollution Program Of'f ice
 NMPPO!. To assist in identifying the leading national needs and
problems, NMPPO undrrtook two major efforts during 1984, The first

1. VINS Contribution Nn. 1?3Q.

2. Present address: U.S. Fish and Wildl if'e Service, Oft'tce of'
Legislative Services, 18th I C. Streets, NW, Room 3040,
Washington' D.C.

3. Present address: National Marine Pollution Pt ogram Off'ice, NOAA,
5640 Nicheolson Lane, Roc@ville, MD 20852,
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eff'ort consisted of a Workshop on National Marine Pollution Research
and Monitoring Issues which was convened during May of 1984, A total
of 65 participants, representing diverse concerns related to marine
pollution, participated at this wor kshop, developing a ranked liat of'
50 national marine pollution issues. The second effort involved a
regional assessment of these issues by representatives of state coastal
zone management  CZM! offices and institutions affiliated with the
National Sea Grant College Program. During the summer of 1984, a total
of' 71 individuals completed this assessment. This paper provides a
brief description of the approach used to develop the ranked issues and
the results of the state and regional assessment.

~th

A software package, "Decision Analysis by Paired Comparisons"
 DAPC! developed by the Pacif'ic Northwest Laboratory, facilitated the
production of a ranked list of issues. Three main steps are involved
in this process:   1! development of a list of marine pollution issues;
�! weighting of criteria used to evaluate the issues; and �!
evaluation of' the significance of each issue with respect to each
criterion,

The 50 marine pollution issues used in the state and regional
assessment were identified by participants at the national workshop on
the basis of guidelines developed by NMPPO. The following definition
f a atlo 1 1 ~alit 1 Itplf df th k f th

national workshop:

"Marine pollution issues include areas of major public concern
with respect to effects of human activities on the marine
environment, the introduction of specific pollutants into the
marine environment, and the general condition of marine
ecosystems. These issues should be of concern nationally such
that they warrant the investment of Federal funds for research and
monitoring to assist decisions on appropriate uses of the marine
environment."

Issues identified, therefore, were related to one of the threecategories of concern set out in the def'inition above: �! effects of'
human activities; �! effects of specific pollutants; and �! the
general condition of' marine ecosystems.

The seven criteria for the state and regional assessment were
developed by NMPPO and were also used at, the national workshop to
evaluate the significance of the issues. In determining the criteria
to be used, particular attention was given to selecting criteria which
were consistent with the requirements established by NOPPA. This act
requir es an identification of' "national needs and problems which relate
to specific aspects of marine pollution  including, but not limited to,
th ff t of 1 p ll t th a, a 1 1, d

1 1 a*f oo d t 1 a t a h h t t d
will arise during the Plan period!." The criteria used to evaluate
marine pollution issues ar e based on such considerations, Weights were
assigned to the criteria to indicate the relative significance of each
criterion. Weights wer e applied, using the DAPC system, thr ough an
exercise in which each of the possible pairs of criteria were examined,
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and a selection was made as 'ta whish member of each pair was most
important. I' he criter ion weights which are described with the results
are specific to the state and regional assessment.

The third step in the process involved an evaluation of the
significance of each issue wi th respect to each criterion using a 0%
scoring scale, The DAPC system incorporated the criterion weighting
factors developed in the previous step and provided a quantitative
score f' or ranking the issues in priority order. An important
dif'ferenee between the national workshop and the state and regional
assessment is that participants at the workshop were instructed to
evalua'te the significance of the issues strictly from a national
perspective, whereas participants in the second evaluation were
requested to evaluate the same issues only from a r egional perspective,

Results

The results of' this state and regional analysis are presented in
three parts. The first section discusses the assignment of weighting
f'actars to the evaluation criteria by the representatives of each of
the groups evaluated. Next, the ranking of the issues by
representatives of the coastal zone management offices and the Sea
Grant institutions were analyzed and compared to determine if the
perceptions of' priority issues wer e consistent between the two groups.
In the final section, results by coastal regions were deter mined by
combining the results from the coastal zone management offices and the
Sea Grant institutions and grouping them into four regions listed
below:

1! Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Be ion

Maine Rhode Island New Jersey
New Hampshire Connecticut Delaware
Massachusetts "New York

Mar yland
Virginia

2! South Atlantic and Gulf' of Mexico Re ion

North Carolina
South Carolina
Gear gia

Puer to Rico
Virgin I slands

Flor ida
Alabama
Mississippi

Loui si ana
Texas

3! West Coast Re ion

California
Oregon

Hawaii
Amer . Samoa

Guam
Norther n Marianas

Washington
Alaska

4! Great Lakes Re ion

Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota

New York
Pennsylvania

Ohio
Michigan

Results from the four regions ar e then compared for consistency,
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�! Assi ment of Criterion Wei hts

Table 1 presents a comparison of the mean criterion weights asassigned by representatives of the coastal zone management of'1'ices ~ the
Sea Grant institutions, and the combined weights assigned by these two
affiliations grouped into the four regions.

Both the coastal zone management of'f iees and the Sea Grant
institutions assigned the highest weighting factors to the criteria

1 ted t hose h alth od th ~lt t f ~ot . ThSea Grant representatives considered human health the most impar tant
criterion for evaluating marine pollution issues, while thePf t ti f th CZM ff S d d th ~tt f~atMI tl o t ' p t t lt I . Th p ~ I. t. ~ f m thstate CZM offices assigned a r elatively high weighting factor to thecriterion related to the recreational uses of the marine environment.
This criterion, in contr ast, was given the lowest weight by therepresentatives of Sea Grant. The remaining criter ia were ranked
similarly by the two fp oups.

Analysis by coastal regions indicates that all four regionsassigned the highest weights to the criteria r elated to human healthdth~ttt f I ~tm.TI oit ' ltdtd
commercial and recreational fisheries was given the third highestweight by all four regions. The greatest difference between theregions concerned the criterion related to recreational uses of themar ine environmen't. Both the Southeast and Nor theast regions assigned
the lowest weight to this criterion, while the West Coast and Gr eat
Lakes regions both assigned it a r elatively higher weight.

�! Can r ison of Results: Sea Grant Vs. CZM Offices
Table 2 presents the ranks and scores assigned to each of' the

issues by representatives from the CZM offices and Sea Grant
institutions, Although the representatives fr om the CZM off'icesgenerally assigned higher scores to specif'ic issues than did therepresentatives from Sea Grant, the relative ranks assigned to the 50
issues by the two groups were generally consistent. Both groups
ld tf'd~thti ~l I I I, Ol I c tih~db, d~ath *seithghpi 'typllt t. ~P' 1'~dash f id I ' iso~1 t th slit'gactivities of greatest concern to both groups. Representatives from
Sea Grant and the CZM offices also expressed a high level of concern
for the cumulative effects of man-induced activities in coastal areas.

The areas of difference between the two groups includeperspectives on ocean ~dum in which was consider ed a high priority by
CZM respondents in contrast to respondents from the Sea Grantinstitutions. Additional differences include the impor tance of issues
*I t d t ~h' h � I I d t t ~do I d tl ~ld I f~e'st ~ltf I ~th . II ~ t ti f the CZM off'

ig d high p 'tyi. ti, g h- ed~el tof' hi h-level radioactive wastes while the Sea Grant representatives
considered this of' lesser concern. The Sea Grant representativesd d tt ~ld t of ~t ~lt c*1 ~th I h'ehpriority issue, while representatives of' the CZM offices attached less
signif'icance to the issue.
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Sea Grant CZH
ISSUEScoreRankRank Score

Effects of synthetic organic
chemicals on the marine
environment

Cumulative effects of man-
induced changes on selected
coastal areas and estuaries

Comparative assessment of
various media for waste
disposal

Effects of pipeline discharge
of industrial waste

Validity of existing anal-
ytical techniques as
appropriate indicators of
pollution impacts

Effects of pipeline discharge
of sewage sludge

Effects of pipeline discharge
of municipal wastewater

Effects of introducing human
pathogens into the marine
environment
nsequences of modification
and loss of wetlands

Long tetm effects of poly-
nuclear aromatic hydro-
carbons and t.heir metabol-
ites in the marine environ-
ment

Effects of introduced path-
ogens on marine organisms

Effects ot urban and suburban
nonpoint source contamina-
tion i.n estuaries and
coastal areas

Adequacy of baseline informa-
tion

Deterioration of the Great
Lakes as a drinking water
source

Effects of nutrient loading
on estuaries, coastal zones,
and the Great. I.akes

Ef fects of ocean dumping of
indust.rial wastes

736701

704678

748676

673 725

62926659

66918659

67913647

62527645

67315643

734641

697639

70063912

6602263713

69563214

6841263115

14 67563016
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Table 2. Issue ranks and mean scores: Sea Grant and CZH of f ices.



Sea Grant CZH
Score  SSUERankRank Score

17 623

24616 638

10 69219 606

2560320 632

597 2321 638

58222 669

57323 20 664

568 2124 661

25 563 19 667

55726 585

27 33552 590

550 35 58828

549 715

30 28539 618

530 16 67131

32 526 30 606

Tab e 2  cont'd!

Ff f ects of agricultural non-
poirt source contamination
in es tuaries and coas tal
areas

Sufficiency of indices to
distinguish between natural
and anthropogenic change

Effects of ocean dumping of
sewage sludge

Consequences of modification
and loss of submerged
aquatic vegetation in the
nation's estuaries and
coastal areas

Effects of pollution-induced
stress on susceptibility to
pathogens

Effects of metals on the
marine environment

Effects of oi.l spills on the
marine environment

Environmental impacts from
transport, handling, and
st.orage of waste materials
to be incinerated at sea

Long-term effect.s of petro-
leum compounds and their
met.abolites in the marine
environment

Effects of freshwater pollution
on anadramous fish popula-
tions

Ef f ects of dredging on near-
shore environments

Ef f ects of ocean dumping of
dredged material

Effects of sub-seabed emplace-
ment of high-level radio-
active waste

Effects of altering salinity
regimes in coastal and
es tuari ne and areas f rom
water-use practices

Ef f ects of ocean dumping of
low-level radioactive wast.e

Consequences of mod fication
and loss of coral reefs



Sea Grant ISSUERank ScoreScoreRank

37 57952433

6152951434

489 60235 31

59347736 32

5893447337

576471

5434039

53440 460

45147426

43149

5523939743

60231382

4634537945

46344375

458
47

4854334148

4924231849

39530850
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Table 2  cont'd!

Onshore physical impacts of
offshore oil and gas
activities

Impacts of chronic discharges
from offshore oil and gas
activities

Signifi.cance of cumulative
effects of outer continental
shelf oil and gas develop-
ment and transportation
activities

Environmental impacts of at-
sea incinceration of was tes

Effects of outer continental
shelf-related resource dev-
elopment on Arctic and sub-
Arctic envt.ronments, i.nclud-
ing subsistence species

Effects of forest practices on
estuaries and coastal areas

Effects of mining sand, gravel,
and phosphates

Ef f ects of thermal discharges
on the marine environment

Effects of sea level rise on
coastal ecosystems

Effects of debris ingestion by
marine biota

Effects of mining polymetallic
sulf ides

Si gnificance of entanglement
of marine organisms in ghost
nets, traps, and other debris

Ef f ects of brine from desalin-
Isation and salt domes

Ef f ects of entr ainment/impinge-
ment associated with power-
p lan ts

Ef fects of storage and trans-
shipment of coal

Ef fects of mining manganese
nodules and crusts

Ef fects of ocean thermal energy
conversion development

Ef f ects of electromagnetic
pulse resting on marine
biota



�! Com arisen of Re ional Results

The oh!ective of this analysis is to indicate sireilarities and
diff'er ences among the priority issues identified by the four regions.
Table 3 presents the ranks and scor es assigned to the 50 issues by
representatives of' each region. Although the scores serve as an
indication of 'the priority of the issues, the ranges of the scores vary
considerably among the regions. For this r eason, ranks assigned to the
issues, r ather than the scores' have been used to indicate the priority
of issues. Since it has arbitrarily been decided ta limit
consideration ta high priority issues, only the top fifteen issues an
each list will be noted. For this discussion the issues have been
grouped inta the categories of palluting activities, pollutants, and
generic issues  those nat related to a specific polluting activity or
pollutant!, and their ranks are compar ed by region.

The polluting activity of moor concern to all four regions was
~d' 1 *f ~ta 1 d 92 d t 1 1 tes. With sp t t.

~sate disposal, the Southeast and West Coast regions were primarily
d 1th the a sho e eff at of ~ill ~dt* h f

wastes, while the Northeast and Great Lakes regions identified ocean
~dp 1 f ~se ~ ~st d m rags p 'o ity is . Atr r tt g
e pt. the ar t 1, k ~ la riried ~a ~ ati a t 1'

d92 f ort ~dts os 1 as ~ high p la ity lss . 1 ddit'
cumulative ~im acts of man's activities in near shore areas was
identified as a high priority issue by all the regions.

G h ~i t. g 11 t id t'f' d h'gh p 1 ty
polluting activity by the Northeast, Southeast ~ and Great Lakes
regions, and was consider ed moderately impor tant by the West Coast.
Th G ttk g la ld dut lt l~t o ae
g 11 tl h gh p la lty. 111 tl W th t. d g th t
considered it to be a moderate priority issue.

Certain polluting activities were of high priority to only one
region. The Northeast was the only region to identify sub-seabed
~el t. f ~h' h-1 1 dr tl « t p la ity, d th
ga tl t ti ly g t 'd tl ~tt, ~hdt'f, d
~stora e of' wastes f' or incineration at sea as a priority. Similarly,
the Great Lakes was the only region to identify ail ~allis as a
priority.

~gthtt ~aor h lal p d r.h tip t. t
pollutant for three af the regions, while the West Coast considered
th t b d t. p ty p 11 t r.. ~pth* ld rifi d
t 1 t d t. ly 1 p t 1 t 11 f th gl ~pl 1

ti ~hd b d t 1 t id t'f da it' lyh'gh
priority pollutants by all of the regions except the West Coast.

Habitat modif'ication  Specifically the loss of wetlands and co~al
reef's! was especially important to West Coast representatives. Wetland
loss was a moderately important issue for the Southeast and Great Lakes
regions, while only the Great Lakes region identified the lass af
~hd u tt ~tt s 1 tl ly high p r ty Th
Northeast was the only region that failed to identify any habitat issue

tl d, ~bd rr tl ~tt . 1 f 1 p ' 'ty.
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I';!b e 3. I!.sue rarrks .!nd mcar» cores r regional. evaluaLion,

KE ' IU >AL KA !KS A!! U SCI!k!', S ISSUE
Nor  .heas L

ScoreKank

6 693 I 708 9 701715

7'39 12 65U I 8217!!8

748 2 701 17 663705

20 63'3 30 5 74 7597UI

9 676 18 630 12 674697

7 7154 700 16  � !e85

679 4 739694673

25 610 20 630 743
671

8 682 14 648 IU 693667

e61

654

612 gil 648 9 6356'! !

16 644 I 5 643 5873264514

14 655 19 6'30 6 717644I 5

682 4 680 19 653640
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Soutlreasr. West CoasL Great. Lake
Kank Score Kank Score Kank Score

7i� 11 6 55 28 60e

13 669 24 614 8 708

12 671 22 626 11 676

Ef f ects of pipeline discharge
ol indus trial waste

Effects of synthetic organic
chemicals on the marine
environment

Comparative assessment of
various media for was te
disposal

Ef fects of ocean dumpir.g of
sewage sludge

Effects of introduced path-
ogens on marine organisms

I.ong- .erm ef f ec s of poly-
nuclear aromatic hydro-
carbons and their metabol-
ites in  .he marine environ-
ment.

Cumulative ef f eccs of man-
induced changes on selected
coas Lal areas and estuaries

Ue  erioration of the Creat
Lakes as a drinking water
source

Ef f ects of urban and suburban
nonpoi.n . source contamina-
tion in estuaries and
coast.a1. areas

Lffec s of pipeline discharge
of sewage sludge

Effects of nutrient loadi.ng
on estuaries, coastal zones,
and  .he Great. I.akes

Ef fects of ocean dumping of
industrial wastes

I!f f ects ot sub-s eabed emplace-
ment of high-level radio-
acLive was te

Effects ot introducing human
paLhogens into the marine
environment

Effec .s of agricultural non-
point source contamination
in estuaries and coas .al
areas

Ef recta of pipeline discharge
ot municipal was Lewater



Table 3  cont'd!

ISSUE
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank ScoreRank

640 23

638 28

637 21

17 627 630619 21

583 17

624 13

674635 1 3

649 37

18

53519

671 671

607 39

599 1 5

669621 11

619 22

615 24

20

620 26

618 27

50921

668

500 25

663 31

571 41

596 9

61923 611 31

610 27 590

61e594 648 28 596 2625

73168626 587 18

586 17 27 60927 640 8 664

661671 1828 586 10 675 6

546 29

578 33

600579 30

573 33

572 34

552 29

29

58430

562568 35564 26 605 3131

560 29 579 38 16 66532
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RE ;IONAL RANttS ANU St.'OkES
Nort.heast Southeast. West. Coast Great Lake

Ef fects of metals on the
marine environment

Effects of oil spills on the
marine environment

Effects of pollution-induced
st.ress on susceptibility to
pathogens

Consequences of modification
and loss of wetlands

Effects of ocean dumping of
low-level radioactive waste

Consequences of modification
and loss of submerged
aquatic vegetation in the
nation's estuaries and
coastal areas

Effects of ocean duraping of
dredged material

Long-term effects of petro-
leum compounds and their
metabolites in the marine
environment.

Environmental impacts from
transport, handling, ard
storage of waste matet'i ala
to be incinerated at sea

Adequacy of baseline infor-
mation

Sufficiency of indices to
distinguish between natural
and anthropogenic change

Validity of existing anal-
ytical techniques as
appropriate indicators of
pollution impacts

Effects of dredging on near-
shore environments

Impacts of chronic discharges
from offshore oil and gas
sett.vities

Fffects ot altering salinity
regimes in coast.al and
estuarine areas from
water-use practtces

Ef f acts of freshwater pollution
on anadromous f 1 s h popu1a-
Lions



REGIONAL RANKS AND SCORES ISSUE
Sou theas r.
Rank Score

Nor chess t
Rank Score Rank ScoreScoreRank

498 30 5914235 525

40 499

34 530

55733

62010 659 24

33 553 23

53334

62552935

55649 329 36

32 559 22

42 429

32 553

50236

62949437

57137 542 34486 38 513

43939 502

50 314

44 423

47 380

37 517

36 522

48 372

46 389

35 545 45

50 324 50

39 513 41

40 511 49

48439

224457

49645341

34944942

53223 621 38448

50736 544 40

47 395 42

43 472 48

44 443

486431

36046 410

45 435 47 40843 42847 409

46 423 46

44 461 44

48 361 43

42945 401

49 344

41 430

399

45739149

47138 !50
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Table 3  cont'd!

Wear. Coast. Great Lake

Environmental impacts of at-
sea incineration of wastes

Consequences of modification
and loss of coral reefs

Signif icance of cumulative
ef f eccs of outer continental
shelf oil and gas develop
ment and transportation
activities

Effects nf sea level rise on
coastal ecosystems

Onshore physical impacts of
offshore oil and gas
activities

Effect.s of outer concinental
shelf-related resource devel-
opment on Arctic and sub-
Arctic environments, includ-
ing subsistence species

Effects of thermal discharges
on the Iaarine environment

Effects of electromagnetic
pulse testing on marine biota

Effects of mining polymetalic
sulf tdes

Ef fects of debris ingestion by
marine bio t.a

Ef fects of forest. practices on
estuaries and coas tal areas

Effects of mining sand, gravel,
and phosphates

Ef f ects of brine f rom desali.n-
ization and salt domes

Signif icance of entangleraent
of marine organisms in ghost
nets, traps, and other debris

Effects of entrainment/impinge-
ment associated with power
plants

Ef fects of mining manganese
nodules and crusts

Ef f ects of ocean thermal energy
conversion development

Efferts of storage and trans-
shipment of coal



The West Coast was especial I y concer ned with several additional
issues which addr ess generic aspects of marine pollution issues:
~lid t f~ltdl~th;~d I'b 1' f t

draff ' of ' d . Th d tl t. 1 kd th
1 t d t th ~ld t. f ~lt 1 ~th h'gh P ty,
dthd ttl kdth~d fb 1' fd t

high prfority. The Northeast, in contrast, did not consider any of
'these issues as a high priority, Only the Nor theast and Great Lakes

g d t f d th. d t lp t f th g t 1 k ~d' k'
water source as a high priority issue.

Although sever al polluting activities, pollutants, and generic
issues were ranked specif'ically on the basis of special regional
concern, there was general agreement in certain areas by all four

g ~P-lf ~d' h f ' d t ~ ldl t d ~ ~ld
d t'f d p ' 't. by 11 f tt g, 'th~dh f

industrial wastes a high prior ity in each case. Urban and suburban
t p 11 t. t.h p 11 1.1 g t lty f t

11 f lh gl, d~t:h t' ~ h 1 doth
identified as significant pollutants by each of' the regions.

Conclusions

The r esults of this exercise must be interpreted wi thin the
context of the limitations of the methodology. These r esults represent
the opin1.ons of the r esearchers and managers who completed the
evaluation. The selection of the evaluators, therefore, is an
Important factor contributing to the outcome of the assessment.
Results of the evaluations by individuals associated with coastal zone
management offices and those r epresenting National Sea Grant
institutions have been analyzed separately to see if perspectives of
the two groups differ greatly. These two groups were then combined for
the sake of the regional analysis,

An important featur e of this assessment is that the issues were
determined by participants at the national workshop. However, the
independent assignment of' criteria weights and evaluation of the issues
helped fo produce a set of r esults indicative of' the perspectives of
the stat.e and regional evaluator .

A final consider ation is that the cr i teria used may not apply
equally well to all the issues listed and may, therefore, be diff'icult
to assess against some of the issues. If some criteria did not apply
to an issue, that issue may have a scor e which is not r epr esentati ve of
its teal importance . A common understanding among all participants of'
the criteria and issues is also essential to make ccmpar able
evaluations. Although it is difficult to assure homogeneous
understanding with a la< ge group of' evaluators, it may be argued that a
large group contributes to a balanced per spective Of the issues and
criteria.

The third edition of the Federal Plan for Oceanic Pollution
Research, Development., and Monitoring, that for Fiscal Years 1989-1990,
is due to be delivered to the Congr ess duf ing September of 19BU. The
ranked list of issues fr om the national workshop will provi de input to
developing the pr iority national needs and problems identi ford in tbu
Plan. The state and r egional assessment provides > m<ochanislm to incur»
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that the list of priority national issues adequately incor porates state
and regional concerns. As such, the results oi' this exercise provide a
view of state and r egional coastal managers and academic r esearcher s
regarding the priority of marine pollution issues confronting the
nation.
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